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GEEK ME! 
A travel show that seeks out the most impressive geek collections  

	
Marvel films are breaking box offices. Sci-fi is captivating audiences at interstellar 
rates. Comic-Con, once a niche gathering, is now a part of the entertainment 
mainstream. It’s never been cooler to be a geek. 

And with the rapid expanse of geekdom comes a new form of expression: 
merchandise. Geeks and other crazed collectors spend billions of dollars worldwide 
each year on their collections. From toys to action figures; movie memorabilia to signed 
items; wardrobe pieces, stamps and coins, the international collector scene is blowing 
up. Sometimes, these collections are small… other times, they require the construction 
of a new wing on a house. 

Beloved radio personality and spokesperson for Comic-Con in Montreal and Ottawa, 
GEEK ME! host Jason Rockman will seek out the most extraordinary geek collections 
across North America. With the help of a different “celebrity geek” co-host each week, 
he’ll pay these geeks a visit and discover their extraordinary collections in their natural 
habit… the trophy room. 

In every episode, the two hosts will travel geek-style, driving a different geek mobile 
(Batmobile, BACK TO THE FUTURE’s DeLorean, the Scooby Doo Mystery Machine, 
etc.) to each of their stops. They’ll visit three geek collectors per week in a different city 
or region across the continent, first taking a guided tour, then meeting the geek’s 
friends and family members to learn about what it’s like to live with a mad collector 
and his/her treasure trove. At the end of each visit, Jason and his co-host will ask each 
collector (or family member/friend) to reluctantly pick their three most prized 
possessions, and voluntarily give one item up for charity. In exchange, the hosts will 
present the collector with a “new” item for their set: a rare or sought-out item the 
collector has been vying for since a long time ago in a galaxy, far away... 

At the end of each season, once Jason has amassed collectibles from all his visits, the 
prized and varied “king of collections” will be featured the Geek Me booth at Comic-
Con, and then auctioned off on eBay to the highest bidder, with all the money going to 
the winning collector’s charity of choice. The second and third place winners for the 
most impressive collections will also be selected to win various prizes for their charities. 
Audience members will also weigh in on the best collection of the season, and that 
collector will win an ultimate geek prize, like a walk-on role in a Marvel movie or a trip 
to the set of Star Wars. 
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A hard rocker and self-proclaimed comic book and sci-fi nerd, Jason is a closet 
collector himself, and knows too well how the passion can take over someone’s life – 
and living space. His own “struggle” with the obsession will come up throughout the 
series, as well as his connection with young people. Jason is 23 years sober and 
speaks openly about addiction. He’s also a role model to young geeks, and 
understands that this is a world that garners immediate acceptance, and a network of 
like-minded people.  

The time to be a geek has never been cooler, and the collections have never been 
bigger and more impressive. Let’s go discover them, and all simultaneously 
gasp…GEEK ME! 

 

Potential celebrity co-hosts: 

Kevin Smith 
Marky Ramone 
Bill Kelliher (from the band Mastodon) 
Nicholas Cage 
Joss Weden 
JJ Abrams 
William Shatner 
Ashton Kutcher  
Stan Lee 
Simon Pegg  
Nick Frost 
Adam West  
Wil Wheaton 

 

 

 


